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We have investigated the decay of second-sound acoustic turbulence in superfluid 4He following removal of
the driving force that created it. A periodically driven cylindrical resonator of high quality Q factor was used
to create one-dimensional second sound of large wave amplitude. The resultant acoustic turbulence involved
an energy cascade towards the higher frequencies (smaller scales) where viscous dissipation occurred. Under
some conditions, there was also a co-existing inverse energy cascade in the opposite direction, towards lower
frequencies, where dissipation also occurred. We have found that the spectral dynamics that occurs when the
periodic drive is switched off exhibits complex and interesting features. We show that the wave decay starts from
the high-frequency end of the spectrum in both cases, and we have been able to identify and measure a nonlinear
decay time related to the interwave interactions, as distinct from the linear decay process due to dissipation.
A windowed Fourier analysis reveals that the occurrence of seemingly chaotic oscillations of the individual
harmonic amplitudes were observed during the decay.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Turbulence may be defined as a far-from-equilibrium state
of a nonlinear physical system whose energy distribution
extends over many degrees of freedom. Typically, turbulence
is characterized by a spectrum in which energy is pumped into
the system at one frequency (i.e., on one length scale) and
dissipated at a different frequency (length scale). In between
lies an inertial frequency interval where there exists a flux
of turbulent energy, flowing across the length scales without
dissipation.
Richardson noted1 that the kinetic energy at first flows
in a dissipation-free manner towards successively smaller
length scales until it can be dissipated by viscosity. Kinematic
turbulence appears in a nonlinear system when kinematic
forces predominate over dissipative ones. This will be the
case when the (dimensionless) Reynolds number Re = vL/ν
is sufficiently large. The movement of fluid past bars or grids,
for example, water2 or helium,3–7 provides typical examples
of kinematic turbulence in cases where the relative velocity
v of the fluid and the bars is large enough, and/or the
kinematic viscosity ν is low enough, whereL is a characteristic
dimension of the system. Liquid helium has an extremely low
viscosity, even in its normal (nonsuperfluid) state.
Another well-known paradigm of turbulence, convectively
or thermally driven turbulence, arises when the Archimedean
forces in the fluid due to a temperature gradient in a
gravitational field are sufficient to overcome the effects of
viscosity and thermal conduction.8 The behavior of the fluid
is then characterized by the (dimensionless) Rayleigh number
Ra = gαTL3/νκ , where g is the acceleration due to gravity,
α, ν, and κ are, respectively, the isobaric thermal expansivity,
kinematic viscosity, and thermal diffusivity of the fluid,
and T and L are the characteristic temperature difference
and the length scale of the flow. Fluid helium is a very
convenient medium for the study of convectional turbulence.9
Its Rayleigh number at temperatures of∼4–5Kcan be changed
over 12 orders of magnitude, while the heat flux undergoes
transition from steady linear thermal conductivity to developed
turbulence.10
One of the most important questions in relation to energy
transformation in turbulent processes is the nature of the
interaction between excitations of different frequency (or
length scale) and, in particular, the time taken for energy
transmission between modes.
In this paper we report an experimental investigation of
spectral dynamics in acoustic turbulence. This is a widespread
phenomenon11–13 that manifests in systems as diverse as
aurora,14 terrestrial plasma,15 and Bose-condensed atom
systems.16 It involves the formation of an energy cascade,
i.e., a flux of energy from the pumping (injection) frequency
to a dissipative spectral range and arises due to the domination
of nonlinear effects in the wave propagation over dissipative
processes. Here, the dimensionless parameter that determines
the behavior of the waves is the acoustic Reynolds number.
It is effectively the ratio of the nonlinear wave distortion to
dissipation, Reac = εNLu0λ/πνeff , where εNL is the nonlinear
coefficient in the dependence of velocity on wave amplitude,
u0 is the oscillatory velocity of an element of the medium,
λ is the wavelength, and νeff is an effective dissipative
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viscosity (a combination of shear, volume viscosity, and
thermal conductivity). The condition Reac < 1 means that any
distortions in the wave will disappear, while the condition
Reac  1 signifies the formation of breakdown in the wave.17
The resultant nonlinear distortion of a harmonic wave leads to
the formation of a Kolmogorov-like energy cascade from the
pumping frequency to the high-frequency dissipative part of
the spectrum.18 In the particular case of a second-sound wave,
the acoustic Reynolds number is defined as Reac  α2δT /ν,
where α2 is the nonlinear coefficient of the second-sound wave
velocity, δT is the amplitude of the temperature wave, and ν
is the dissipation coefficient for wave propagation.
For appropriately chosen temperatures,19 second-sound
waves in superfluid helium are extremely nonlinear. They are
also characterized byweak dissipation and by a virtual absence
of dispersion (i.e., a linear dispersion relationωk = c20k where
c20 is the wave velocity at vanishingly small amplitude).
Intense acoustic waves in media with high nonlinearity, weak
dissipation, and a linear dispersion relation provide examples
of strong turbulence.20,21 second-sound waves thus provide
us with an opportunity to study the dynamical processes that
occur in strong turbulence.
We observed and reported the direct energy cascade in
second-sound acoustic turbulence18 in 2006, noting that it
had much in common with phenomena observed earlier22
among capillary waves on the surface of liquid hydrogen.
Studies of shock waves showed23 that, in principle, such
energy cascades should exist in He II at all pressures.
Further investigations of the direct cascade24 showed that
the application of an additional weak low-frequency driving
force led to the excitation of combination frequencies and
their harmonics through nonlinear wave interactions. The net
result was a decrease by a factor of 4× in the energy in the
high-frequency domain and a correspondingly faster decrease
of the cascade with rising frequency. It was also established
that, for higher harmonics of a single driving force, wave
motion in the direct cascade is seemingly random and without
any phase coherence with the drive25—consistent with our
perception of these phenomena as being turbulent in character.
We then found26 that, in addition to the direct cascade where
the energy flux is towards higher frequencies, under the right
conditions there can also exist an inverse cascadewhere energy
flows in the opposite direction, towards lower frequencies. All
of these studies referred to stationary states, but there is also
a variety of interesting kinetic phenomena to be considered
related, e.g., to the growth and decay of the turbulent state
when the driving is switched on or off. The growth processes
were shown27 to be consistent with a theoretical description
based on self-similarity. They also involved the creation of
rogue waves28 much larger than their neighbors, via nonlinear
wave interactions which arguably are closely analogous to
the processes responsible for the formation of rogue waves
on the ocean.29 In what follows we investigate the decay
of second-sound wave turbulence, addressing the question
of what happens following sudden removal of the driving
force that is sustaining steady-state wave turbulence in either
the direct or the inverse energy cascade. We will show
that there is a characteristic nonlinear decay time and that,
like the earlier results from wave turbulence on liquid
hydrogen,22 the decay starts from the high-frequency end of
the spectrum in both cases. A quite unexpected outcome is
that, for the inverse cascade only, the amplitudes of the Fourier
components undergo seemingly chaotic oscillations during the
decay.
We describe the experimental arrangements in Sec. II. In
Secs. III and IV we present and discuss our experimental
results on the direct and inverse cascades, respectively. We
summarize and draw conclusions in Sec. V.
II. RESONATOR AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The experiments were conducted in the high quality
cylindrical second-sound resonator previously described.30,31
Briefly, a thin-film heater was placed at one end of a quartz
cylinder of length  = 7 cm and diameter D = 15 mm. The
other end of the resonator was capped by superconducting
bolometer, whose transition temperature could be adjusted by
application of a magnetic field to maximize its sensitivity. The
second-sound temperature oscillation changed the bolometer
resistance, which was monitored and recorded on a digital
oscilloscope and then transferred to a computer for subsequent
analysis. The energy of the second-sound wave is defined as
ε  ρCδT 2/2T ; we will discuss the energy flux dynamics
of second-sound waves in terms of the square of the wave
amplitude A2 ∝ δT 2.
The quality of the resonator reached Q ∼ 3000–8000 for
the higher resonances (N > 10), but was less than this for
lower resonances. This increase of Q with rising resonance
number may be accounted for in the following way. The
normal-fluid/superfluid counterflow in the resonator involves
viscous dissipation between the normal-fluid component and
the resonator wall, with a penetration depth of = √2η/ωρn,
where η is the dynamic viscosity and ρn is the density of the
normal component. Energy loss is caused by wave motion
along the wall within the layer  at distance L, which is
designated by the interference condition. The “mechanical”
quality of the resonator is determined by the parallelism
of its reflecting end plates. In our case nonparallelism was
/  5 × 10−4. The wave in the resonator disappears when
the number of reflections N multiplied by is of the order of
the wavelength λ = c/f = 2πc/ω   × N , where c is the
second-sound velocity. The wave in this case runs a distance
L = N = 2πc
ω
× .




Similar dependencies exist for thermal losses along the
resonator surface, losses through defects in the reflecting
surfaces, holes in the resonator wall, and its roughness,
imperfection of the heater and so on, and have a deterministic
character. Estimations of resonator second-sound wave losses
in bulk, through surface dissipation by the viscous normal-fluid
component, and due to thermal transmission into the wall were
published long ago.32
Resonator behavior can sometimes be affected by other
factors, leading to drastic differences between the Q values of
neighboring resonances, butQ(f ) is typically monotonic. The
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Dependence on frequency f of the
resonator quality Q factor at T = 2.08 K with low excitation. The
lower (black) dashed line corresponds to Q ∝ f 3/2, and the different
symbols represent the results of different experiments. The upper (red)
dotted line indicates the calculated resonator Q if it were governed
solely by bulk dissipation of the second-sound waves.
experimentally measured dependence of Q on the resonant
frequency f is shown in Fig. 1. The Q ∝ ω3/2 dependence
would break down for a wavelength of order, at frequencies
∼105 Hz. In our case, however, once the resonator Q has
attained 8000–10 000 it becomes onlyweakly dependent on the
resonance number, which occurs at frequencies of 20–40 kHz.
This indicates the existence of some additional sources of
energy loss from the resonator, and it is these that limit the
resonator quality Q at high frequencies.
The penetration depth is approximately 2.5μm for a
resonant frequency ∼1000 Hz under the conditions of Fig. 1.
We suppose that the layer of helium within  of the wall tends
to resist the wave motion. The absolute value of resonator
quality should therefore be of order πD2/4(π × D × ) ∼
1000. This estimate is very close to the result obtained
experimentally.
Bulk second-sound attenuation is of course always present,
and is the intrinsic dissipation mechanism usually considered
in theoretical analyses. Let us estimate the bulk dissipation
within the resonator. Measurements of second-sound bulk
attenuation have been reported for temperatures in the range
between 0.85 K and Tλ.33–35 The attenuation of a wave of
amplitude A as it propagates in the x direction is described by
A(x) = A0e−γ x.
The coefficient γ depends on temperature and frequency as
γ
ω2
∼ const(T ). In our experimental temperature range (1.5 <
T < 2.1 K) the value of γ
ω2
was ∼10−13 s2/cm. The quality
of the resonator just arising from bulk dissipation may be













so that, for a frequency f = 1 kHz, Q  4 × 105. Thus the
bulk dissipation of the second-sound wave becomes dominant
at frequencies above 100 kHz.
Note that the heat fluxes used30,31 were below the threshold
of ∼20 mW cm−2 (Ref. 36) needed to create quantum
turbulence;37 remanent vortices will probably have been
present, albeit at too low a density38 to cause measurable
dissipation.
III. FREE DECAY OF DIRECT WAVE
TURBULENT CASCADE
Application to the heater of a harmonic signal sin(ωt)
from a generator launches a temperature (second-sound) wave
of double the frequency [A = A0 sin(2ωt)]. Under resonance
conditions, the excitation leads to a standingwave of amplitude
proportional to the qualityQ factor of the cavity. For a traveling
wave, the strong nonlinearity of second sound steepens the
leading edge or creates a tail on the trailing edge of a
propagating pulse, depending on the sign of the nonlinearity,
which in turn depends on the temperature of the superfluid; in a
resonant cavity the corresponding result is multiple harmonics,
leading to the direct energy cascade. This means that, for a
sufficient excitation amplitude, there is a flux of energy from
the pumping frequency towards the high-frequency edge of
the spectrum.18,27 To study decay of the direct cascade, we
excited the system at relatively low resonance numbers (up to
the 30th).
Under these conditions, the qualityQ factor of the resonator
is determined by the energy losses resulting from (a) bulk
dissipation and physical imperfections of the resonator (linear
losses) and (b) the energy flux into higher harmonics (nonlinear
losses). The former is dominant at low excitation levels,
while the latter becomes important for stronger excitation.
Figure 2(a) shows resonance curves obtained by sweeping
the exciting frequency through the 7th resonance. The Q
of the resonator was defined in terms of the width of the
resonance curve at a height of Amax/
√
2 where Amax is its
peak value. The nonlinear distortion of the wave shape, i.e.,
the corresponding leakage of energy into higher harmonics,
reduces Q at high excitation levels. In the latter case, Fourier
analysis of the resonance signal reveals numerous harmonics.
It is to be expected that measurements of the free decay
of the standing wave in the resonator should enable one to
separate the linear and nonlinear processes. At lower excitation
levels, the wave does not generate any energy flux into the
higher harmonics, so only the linear process should be seen.
For stronger excitation, the energy loss at the moment when
the excitation is switched off is determined both by linear
processes and also by losses due to the energy flux into higher
harmonics.
Figure 2(b) shows the decay of the wave amplitude at
the excitation frequency after switchoff, for two different initial
excitation levels. It is evident that, for relatively the high initial
excitation shown by the (red) triangles, there is indeed an
initial faster decay rate. Energy transformation into multiple
harmonics ceases when the wave amplitude falls below the
value indicated by the dashed line. The time constant of the
decay then changes to become equal to the decay constant for
lower initial excitation shown by the (blue) circles.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Resonance curves obtained by slowly
sweeping the frequency detuning fG of the harmonic driving force
near the 7th resonance at T = 2.08 K. The stationary standing-wave
response amplitude UB is plotted for two different fixed driving
amplitudes: UG = 4 V shown by the (red) triangles, and UG = 2 V
shown by the (blue) circles. The (blue) line represents a rescaling of
the latter response to facilitate comparison of the widths of the two
resonances. The horizontal dashed (green and blue) lines indicate
levels of 1/
√
2 of the peak value, to provide indicators of the quality
Q factor. (b) Time dependence of the amplitudes of the second-sound
signals after cessation of external excitation UG of resonator. The
(black) lines represent least-squares fits to the data in each case.
Upon cessation of external excitation, the oscillations in
a dissipative system will immediately start decaying with
a dissipative eigenfrequency ωd =
√
ω20 − γ 2, where ω0 is
the circular frequency corresponding to free vibration of the
oscillator in the absence of dissipation and γ is the coefficient
of dissipation. So the form of the decay should be like
A(t) = A0e−γ t sin(ωt + ϕ0),
where A0 is the initial value of the oscillation amplitude A.
The characteristic time of free decay τ = 1/γ is defined by
the quality of the resonator and the frequency, as τ = 2Q
ω
.
At the 7th resonance in the low excitation limit Q = 240,
which yields a characteristic time τ  0.22 s. This is very
close to the experimentally measured value of τ  0.19 s
[Fig. 2(b)]. The process of energy transformation into higher
harmonics reduces the characteristic time τ . The initial part of
the free decay of signal from 4 -V excitation has a faster time
dependence (τB  0.085 s), which then changes to a slower
time dependence as the amplitude falls below that indicated by
the arrow. Fourier analysis indicates the existence of second,
third, and higher harmonics during the initial decay interval.
Energy transformation was measured in more detail on the
11th resonance (fG = 516.81) at T = 2.08 K,U = 3 V (W =
10.8 mW/cm2). The quality of the resonator was relatively
high in this range (Q = fR/f  3900) so that we were
able to observe the decay process over several seconds. The
resultant time series was analyzed by use of the windowed
Fourier transformmethod: that is, it was divided into sequential
short segments, and an FFT was computed for each of them.
The resultant time dependencies of the amplitudes at the
fundamental frequency and its harmonics are plotted in Fig. 3.
In thisway, it is possible to follow the evolution ofmore than
ten harmonics as the standing wave in the resonator decays.
After cessation of pumping, the main harmonic loses energy
via the two channels (linear and nonlinear): E = EL +
ENL whereE is the total energy loss per unit time and theL
and NL subscripts refer to the linear and nonlinear processes.
The latter term appreciably accelerates the decay process at
what was the driving frequency. The energy in the higher
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Time dependence of the amplitudes of
the harmonics during the decay of the signal, following switching
off of the drive at t = 0 under stationary conditions: 11th resonance,
fG = 516.81 Hz, T = 2.08 K, and U = 3 V corresponding to W =
10.8 mW/cm2. The (red) dashed line represents a fit to the linear part
of the decaying main harmonic (at the resonant frequency), and the
vertical (red) arrow and associated dotted lines indicate the end point
of the nonlinear decay. (b) An expansion of the data to show in more
detail the chaotic behavior of the higher harmonics just after switching
off the driving force. The double-headed arrows indicate correlated
maxima/minima at the resonant frequency/second harmonic.
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harmonics, created through the nonlinear interactions during
the initial interval, decreases too.
During the initial interval, the redistribution of energy is
accompanied by seemingly chaotic amplitude changes among
the higher harmonics (starting from the second), as the initially
steady-state energy flux collapses. This chaotic behavior is
determined by the “inertial” properties of the resonant modes:
energy transmission via nonlinear interactions between them
is not instantaneous, but requires a finite time. This chaotic
behavior continues for 1–1.5 s, which corresponds to ∼1500
periods of the main frequency and thus time for thousands
of interactions between the higher harmonics. After this, the
amplitudes of the higher harmonics become negligible and any
nonlinear interactions between them cease.
The fading away of the higher harmonics begins from
the high-frequency end, and then moves towards the main
frequency. We note that similar behavior was observed in
studies of the free decay of capillary waves on the surface
of liquid hydrogen.22
During the decay, the rate of nonlinear energy leakage from
the main harmonic correlates with the change in amplitude
of the second harmonic. Correspondingly, some decreases in
amplitude of second harmonic are accompanied by changes in
the rate of the free decay of the main harmonic as shown by
the arrows in Fig. 3(b).
After 2 s, therefore, the main harmonic decays exponen-
tially with the time constant τL. The τL in Fig. 3 corresponds
to a resonator quality Q ∼ 5400. This value is about 40%
higher than the value determined from the measured quality of
the 11th resonance with an excitation ofUG = 2 V. It indicates
the existence of nonlinear processes even at this relatively low
level of pumping. The linear decay continues for at least 10 s
(104 oscillations).
We suggest that the attenuations due to the linear and
nonlinear processes are additive, so that we can write the
amplitude change in the energy of the main harmonic as
E1 = EL + ENL.
The linear time τL ≈ 3.3 s can readily be calculated from the
exponential decay of the wave after t = 2 s, when the energy
transmission into multiple harmonics has ceased,
AL(t) ≈ A exp(−t/τL).
We can estimate the characteristic nonlinear time from
data recorded during the initial interval of free decay. We
hypothesize that there is a characteristic nonlinear decay time
τNL that remains constant during this interval:
ANL(t) ≈ ANL0 exp(−t/τNL).
The difference betweenA21(t) andA2L(t) may be identifiedwith
the nonlinear energy flux into the direct energy cascade,
A2NL(t) = A21(t) − A2L(t) ∼ exp(−2t/τNL).
The difference between A21(t) and A2L(t) is plotted in Fig. 4.
The calculated value of the nonlinear time is about 5× shorter
than the linear time (τL ≈ 3.3 s and τNL ≈ 0.6 s).
FIG. 4. (Color online) The energy of nonlinear decay, defined as
the difference between the energy of the main harmonic and that in
the linear (exponential) decay.
IV. DECAY OF THE INVERSE CASCADE
When the second-sound wave amplitude is large enough,
it becomes unstable against decay into subharmonics through
processes of the form ω1 → ω2 + ω3. This decay instability
leads to an inverse energy cascade26 (cf. the kinetic instability
in turbulent systems39). Under these conditions, there is
a division of the energy flux from the generator at the
pumping frequency into components traveling towards higher
frequencies (direct cascade) and towards lower frequencies
(inverse cascade), respectively. The dissipation of the energy
flux in the inverse cascade at the low-frequency end of the
spectrummay be attributed to the same processes that cause the
resonator Q to become small at low frequencies (see above).
Note that a quite similar parametric process, due to four-
wave scattering (modulation instability), is thought to be
responsible for the generation of giant “rogue” waves from
the background of ordinary wind-driven ocean waves.28,40,41
Decay instabilities (especially threshold and near-threshold
behavior) have been studied for, e.g., spin waves,42–44 magne-
tohydrodynamic waves in plasma,45 and interacting first and
second-sound waves in superfluid helium near the superfluid
transition.46
We have measured the decay of developed inverse energy
cascades that include both subharmonics and higher harmon-
ics, under conditions where the driving energy is being shared
between the direct and inverse energy cascades. Figure 5(a)
illustrates such a free decay following the cessation of external
pumping at t = 0. Figures 5(b)–5(d) plot short samples of the
time domain signal extracted at the times indicated by the
arrows in Figs. 5(a) and 5(e). The result is a complex decay
process during which energy is exchanged between the modes
ω1 + ω2 ⇔ ω3. The main harmonic at 4715 Hz becomes just
one in the set of interacting modes, and the decay looks
similar to the seemingly chaotic behavior of the harmonic
amplitudes reported above for the decay of the direct cascade.
The picture is further complicated by energy transformation
between combinational frequencies.
The fading away of the harmonics again starts from the
higher frequency end of the spectrum and moves towards the
lower frequency spectral range, just as in the case of the direct
cascade (see above). A striking feature of Fig. 5(e) is that one of
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(a)
FIG. 5. (Color online) Free decay of the developed inverse cascade following excitation on the 96th resonance at 4715 Hz with UG = 5 V,
q = 30 mW cm−2, and T = 2.08 K. (a) Full-length time domain signal UB (t). (b)–(d) Short clips from the time domain signal, taken at the
positions indicated by the arrows in (a) from left to right, respectively. (e) Evolution with time of the energy in the different left cascade (LC)
subharmonics, higher harmonics, and combinational frequencies, obtained from a windowed Fourier analysis of UB (t): main harmonic (red)
crosses; second harmonic (red) squares. Full lines indicate the behavior of the subharmonics, corresponding to the ∼29th (LC1), ∼38th (LC2),
∼59th (LC3), ∼77th (LC4), and ∼87th (LC5) resonances. The combinational frequencies corresponding to interaction between main and LC
harmonics are shown as thin dashed lines).
the subharmonics (f ∼ 2850Hz) persists formuch longer than
the others. A possible explanation could involve coupling to,
and hence energy exchange with, a radial second-sound mode
of almost the same frequency. In principle there should be no
interaction at all between the longitudinal and radial modes
of the resonator; in practice, however, tiny asymmetries and
other nonidealities in the construction could conceivably give
rise to a finite coupling. Further experimental and theoretical
investigations will be needed to settle the question.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our experiments on the decay of second-sound acoustic
turbulence following the cessation of pumping have led
to some interesting and significant results, in particular as
follows:
(1) We have been able to estimate the characteristic
nonlinear interaction time.47,48 We have shown that, at the
temperature used in the present experiments, it is 5× shorter
than the linear decay time related to the small-amplitude Q of
the resonator.
(2) For both the direct and inverse cascades, the energy
decay starts from the high-frequency end of the spectrum, as
observed earlier for capillary waves in liquid hydrogen.22 This
result illuminates the nature of the quasistationary state with
steady pumping and it confirms the reality of an energy flux
through a nondissipative inertial range of scales/frequencies.
(3) The discontinuous switching off of the energy pumping
leads to seemingly chaotic variations in the harmonic ampli-
tudes as they decrease.
Although the general experimental and theoretical picture
is clear, there are a number of details that still require further
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theoretical interpretation, e.g., the oscillatory and seemingly
chaotic character of the decaying harmonics.
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